Bringing regional artisanal products right into the heart of Bristol
Cotswold Taste member, Mike Anderson from Hales Events, organises specialist exhibitions and
trade shows, is so excited to be partnering with the new Source Roadshow that is taking place at
Ashton Gate on 16th June 2022 ‘Inspiration and opportunity on a plate’.

The 2022 Source Roadshow brings the perfect mix of passionate producers alongside the hottest
hospitality and catering companies, and the freshest food service. There are 150 exhibitors taking
part at this trade roadshow from hospitality and catering to food retail. Find out more about this
amazing food and drink trade show, and register to attend, at bristol.thesourcetradeshow.co.uk

This new Bristol event brings regional, artisanal products right into the heart of Bristol where
producers will be able to share their knowledge and expertise with buyers from the city. It’s your
opportunity to meet a fantastic selection of food and hospitality businesses all in under one roof, in
Bristol – from high quality produce to innovative equipment, EPoS systems, to business services.
Meet key South West, UK and international food and drink producers, as well as service providers,
alongside a superb selection of Taste of the West (the regional food group) and BARBIE (Bristol
Association of Restaurants, Bars and Independent Establishments) members.

If you’re buying food and drink, to reflect the ever-changing needs of your customers, there’s
nothing quite like a face-to-face event for you to test, touch and taste and add value to your
offering. Keep up with the latest developments and spot fresh opportunities. Discover remarkable
local products with fascinating provenance stories to tell and spend valuable time with passionate
producers and knowledgeable suppliers face-to-face. Buyers can compare different flavours and
textures, build relationships with new partners, catch up with colleagues, clients and friends, as well
as get a feel for the latest trends.

